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4th June 2018 

Dear Parents, 

As part of our topic this term we have been learning all about the Mayan civilisation in History and 

Geography. We have also been discovering how plants grow in Science linking to our rainforest 

theme, however there is something really special about being able to see something for real. Whilst 

a little trip to Mexico or the rainforest is not possible, a trip to experience the awe and wonder of 

seeing some real ancient Mayan artefacts and a range of rainforest plants and trees is. 

On the 13th June, we would like to take Phantom Class to visit the Mayan gallery at the 

Museum of Anthropology and Archaeology, in Cambridge and the Botanical Gardens. At the 

Botanical gardens they have a greenhouse full of rainforest plants and trees that we can learn about. 

The museum is full of real ancient artefacts from Central and South America, including a Mayan 

monument, to look at and find out more about.  

The botanical garden experience is free and there is a small charge for the Museum 

workshop. A huge big thanks to the friends of ESCA for donating £100 towards this trip, without 

them this trip would not be viable. We are therefore asking for a voluntary contribution of £13 

per pupil. No pupil will be excluded from the activity if parents are unable to make a voluntary 

contribution but the trip may have to be cancelled where insufficient contributions are made. 

We are planning to use a coach to get to Cambridge, picking us up at 9:15am and returning 

by half past 3. On the day, the children will need to arrive at school in their school uniform, with a 

suitable waterproof coat and rucksack, containing a packed lunch and drink (children in receipt of 

free school meals will be provided with a school packed lunch).  The children will not need anything 

else, such as cameras or money, with them. We will take a school camera to capture photos of the 

day.  

Please return the permission slip below by Monday 11th June. 

If you have any questions about the trip, please don’t hesitate to speak to me. 

Yours sincerely  

Jessica Hibbert 

(Class teacher) 
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I give permission for __________________________, to take part in the trip to the Museum of 

Anthropology and Archaeology and Botanical Gardens on the 13th June.  

 

I enclose £13 as my voluntary contribution (payment can be made by bacs, cheque or cash). 

Payment by bacs – sort code 30 64 79 account no.  37588868 

bacs reference:  YOUR SURNAME  PH CBridge  

Payment by cheque - made payable to Ermine Street Church Academy 

 

  

Signed: __________________________________________________ (parent)            Date: __________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


